CMYK Magazine's "Top New Creatives 54" Winners List

ART DIRECTION/COPYWRITING
Judges: Mike Shine & Eric Liebhauser, Butler, Shine, Stern & Partners, Sausalito, CA

Schick Quattro Trim Style Razor – Get Ready
Paloma Cortez, copywriter & art director
Jonathan Richman & Alex Zamiar, instructors
Northwestern Advertising Creative Sequence, Chicago, IL

High West Whiskey
Amber Bakeberg, copywriter
Katie Gerard, art director
Sean Thompson, instructor
Texas Creative/The University of Texas at Austin

Bic Marking Permanent 2000, client
Juan Frias, art director
Livia Palma, copywriter
Ana Hidalgo, instructor
Miami Ad School, Madrid

Signs, J. Walter Thompson Blood Drive, client
Craig Ferguson, copywriter
Richard Pels & Paul Jervis, instructors
School of Visual Arts, New York

Two Men and a Truck Moving Company, client
Haley Gardner, copywriter
Mallory Herman, art director
Paul Korel, instructor
The Creative Circus, Atlanta, GA

Mighty Dog Food, client
Henry Hikima, art director
Gina Greco, instructor
San Diego Portfolio School

OFF! The Woodsman's Cologne, client
Tori Marx, art director & photographer
Sara Kirsten & Simon Rogers, copywriters
Dylan Guzman, John Conrad Leynes, & Michael Sheils, models
Andrei Chahine, instructor
Chicago Portfolio School

Kampgrounds of America, client
Lindsey Coulter, art director
Mikio Osaki, instructor
Art Center College of Design, Pasadena

Go Art Director Go, client
Christopher Baker & Will Benham, copywriters
Dan Balser, instructor
The Creative Circus, Atlanta, GA

-------------------------------------------------------------------------

GRAPHIC DESIGN
Judge: Nathan Martin is the CEO of Deeplocal, Pittsburgh, PA

Flash Fiction: A collection of matchbooks containing very short stories by Lou Beach
Woody Harrington, designer
Alice Drueding, instructor
Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA

Sanity Soap packaging
Alexander A Selig, designer
Paul Sheriff, instructor
Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA

World Barista Championship poster
Kelly Thorn, designer
Dustin Summers, instructor
Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA

Kingsford - Chimney packaging
Michael DiCristina, team leader
Chris Yoon, Meredith Morton, & Peter Smith, designers
Blake Saunders, illustrator
Vivian Rodriguez, copywriter
Hank Richardson, instructor
Portfolio Center, Atlanta, GA

If Else, a publication that explores the creatives whose work occupies the space between art and science
Aldis Ozolins, designer
Annie Huang, instructor
Art Center College of Design, Pasadena

Animal Culture poster
Dinesh Dave, designer
Self-motivated project
**Savannah College of Art & Design**

Joint Measures, a book exploring the many pros and cons of Federal Cannabis legislation
Zack Simons, designer
Hunter Wimmer & Phil Hamlegg, instructors
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

Plastische Bakery identity
Marin Dearie, designer
**Loyola University, New Orleans**

Mammal, book about a museum exhibition about body language and the six basic emotions
Grace Duong, designer
Dermot MacCormack, instructor
**Tyler School of Art, Temple University, Philadelphia, PA**

Paul Bunyan Whiskey packaging
Colin Ozawa, designer
Mike Whitlow, instructor
**California State University, Long Beach**

Day of the Dead invitation
Ashley Tipton, designer
Heather Buchanan, instructor
**Savannah College of Art & Design**

Cahaba Cycles identity
Ashley Tipton, designer
Peter Wong, instructor
**Savannah College of Art & Design**

La Pasta Famiglia packaging
Jaeyoung Ha, designer
Matthew J. Strong, instructor
**Pratt Institute, Brooklyn, NY**

Re-Use-A-Bulb, a hypothetical idea for turning old light bulbs into flower planters as opposed to landfill
Katie Chappell, designer
Self-motivated project outside of class
**California State University Long Beach**

Sus, packaging logo and type for an artisanal catering company
John Thomas, designer
Matt Curtius, instructor  
*University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA*

Record Exchange logo  
John Thomas, designer  
Matt Curtius, instructor  
*University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA*

Franciscus: Handcrafted Dry Gin packaging  
Rosanne Chan, designer  
Tom Ingalls, instructor  
*California College of the Arts, Oakland, CA*

Bacteria Friends posters, a series of posters showing different positive roles bacteria play in our lives  
Alison Kim, designer & illustrator  
Phil Hamlett, instructor  
*Academy of Art University, San Francisco*

Godwin Austen logo  
Haley Beaty, designer  
Lauren Buckley, instructor  
*Miami Ad School, Miami*

The Odyssey Within poster, a fictional film festival in honor of French director Jean-Pierre Jeunet  
Aino Horsma, designer  
Hunter Wimmer, instructor  
*Academy of Art University, San Francisco*

**Smithsonian Exhibition Poster series**  
Kyle Newton, designer  
Jamie Mixon, instructor  
*Mississippi State University, Starkville, MS*

Office Supply packaging  
Ryan Raschbaum, designer  
Karen Dorff, instructor  
*University of North Texas, Denton*

---

**PHOTOGRAPHY**  
Judge: Jonah Light, Los Angeles, CA
“Debbie Does Dallas”
A. E. Davis, photographer
Greg Strelecki, instructor
**The Creative Circus, Atlanta, GA**

“Two Girls One Cup”
A. E. Davis, photographer
Greg Strelecki, instructor
**The Creative Circus, Atlanta, GA**

“Charlotte”
Bonnie Rae Mills, photographer
James B. Wood, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“Lady in Distress”
Chad Jenkins, photographer
Personal work
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“Redhead”
Kevin D. Hofer, photographer
John Vano, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

"The Writer"
Kristina Varaksina, photographer
Michael Hirst, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

"Self-portrait"
Kristina Varaksina, photographer
Michael Hirst, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“untitled”
Lon Lomba, photographer
Shannon Ayres, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“NMW-34”
Nishelle Walker, photographer
Kirk Amyx, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“7:04/Fashion, Lines, Color and Mood”
Omi Tanaka, photographer
James B. Wood, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“untitled”
Suzanne Stowell, photographer
John Vano, instructor
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“Saxton Turner”
Arna Bajraktarevic (Arna Bee), photographer
**Brooks Institute of Photography, Santa Barbara, CA**

“A Touch of Death”
Yisheng Wu, photographer
David Wasserman, instructor
Eva Chen, model
**Academy of Art University, San Francisco**

“Fifth Floor”
Juan Montenegro, photographer
Michael West, instructor
**Portfolio Center, Atlanta, GA**

“Ladi”
Juan Montenegro, photographer
Michael West, instructor
**Portfolio Center, Atlanta, GA**

“Mushroom Burger”
Juan Montenegro, photographer
Michael West, instructor
**Portfolio Center, Atlanta, GA**

“No. 05. The Femme Fatale” from the series Film Noir
Kristen Vance, photographer
Angela Faris Belt, instructor
Lisa Clayton, model
**Art Institute, Denver, CO**

“Carnival Ride”
Piper Rastello, photographer
Brad Bartholomew, instructor
Mandi Avis, model
Samantha Bowers Koch, makeup artist
**Art Institute, Denver, CO**
“untitled”  
Piper Rastello, photography  
Brad Bartholomew, instructor  
Rachel Anderson, model  
Alex Thompson & Shannon Anderson, assistants  
**Art Institute, Denver, CO**

“Beauty”  
Sandra Arenas, photographer  
Ginny Dixon, instructor  
**Miami Ad School, Miami**

“Birds”  
Corey Gehrig, photographer  
Jerrod New, instructor  
**Miami Ad School, Miami**

“Mmmmm”  
Scott Kidwell, photographer  
**University of Cincinnati, Cincinnati, OH**

“Green Treefrog”  
Kyle Newton, photographer  
Jason Demarte, instructor  
**Mississippi State University, Starkville, MS**

“Talking Sign for the Blind”  
Debbie Yeh, photographer  
Manolo Garcia, instructor  
**Miami Ad School, San Francisco, CA**

_________________________________________________________

**ILLUSTRATION**  
**Judge: Scott Bakal, New York, NY**

“Poster design for Humana Festival”  
Zhengshan Xie, illustrator  
Jorge J. Montero, instructor  
**Savannah College of Art and Design**

“The Beginning Is Near”  
Alexandra Clotfelter, illustrator  
Mohamed Danawi, instructor  
**Savannah College of Art and Design**
“Factory Farming”
Thomas Hunt, illustrator
Kurt Vargo, instructor
**Savannah College of Art and Design**

“Thank You”
Kyle Warfield, illustrator
Ad Vogele, instructor
**Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design, Denver, CO**

“Hello!”
Kyle Warfield, illustrator
Ad Vogele, instructor
**Rocky Mountain College of Art and Design, Denver, CO**

“Dental Artifacts”
Dylan Davis, illustrator
Carrie Hartman, instructor
**Minneapolis College of Art & Design**

“Cigarette Butts”
Tatiana Dengo, illustrator
**Savannah College of Art and Design**

“The Hound”
John Thomas, illustrator
Eleanor Grosch, instructor
**University of the Arts, Philadelphia, PA**

“Happy Halloween!”
Kyle Brownrigg, illustrator
**Sheridan Institute, Ontario, Canada**

“A Hoot and a Half!”
Kyle Brownrigg, illustrator
**Sheridan Institute, Ontario, Canada**

“Beer Bottle Environment”
Kyle Brownrigg, illustrator
**Sheridan Institute, Ontario, Canada**

“Flamehead”
Anthony Feliciano, illustrator
Scott Bakal, instructor
**Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Boston, MA**
“Tuna”  
Anthony Feliciano, illustrator  
Scott Bakal, instructor  
Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Boston, MA

“Descent”  
Anthony Feliciano, illustrator  
Scott Bakal, instructor  
Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Boston, MA

“101 Dalmatians”  
Hyunjin Kim, illustrator  
Marco Cibola, instructor  
Sheridan Institute, Ontario, Canada

“Growing Up”  
Joanna Sevilla, illustrator  
Rick Sealock, instructor  
Sheridan Institute, Ontario, Canada

“Hide And Seek”  
Yohey Horishita, illustrator  
Julie Mueller-Brown, instructor  
Savannah College of Art & Design

“Rolling In The Deep”  
Yohey Horishita, illustrator  
Savannah College of Art & Design

“Spring Caged Love”  
Yohey Horishita, illustrator  
Savannah College of Art & Design

“The Greatest Love Of All”  
Yohey Horishita, illustrator  
Savannah College of Art & Design

“Visibly Invisible”  
Ryan Cho, illustrator  
David Tillinghast, instructor  
Art Center College of Design, Pasadena, CA

“Winners”  
Llewellyn Mejia, illustrator  
Minneapolis College of Art & Design, Minneapolis, MN

“Sleep Tight!”  
Llewellyn Mejia, illustrator
Minneapolis College of Art & Design, Minneapolis, MN

“Ace of Wands”
Llewellyn Mejia, illustrator

Massachusetts College of Art and Design, Boston, MA

“Genie”
Jerry Gao, illustrator
Scott Bakal, instructor

Virginia Commonwealth University: Communication Arts, Richmond, VA

“Girl in the Water”
Dane Cozens, illustrator
Sterling Hundley, instructor

Sheridan Institute, Ontario, Canada

“Watership Down”
Celia Krampien, illustrator
Rick Sealock, instructor

Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, RI

“Japan's Nuclear Predicament”
Jack Perry, illustrator
Self-motivated project